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Bleacher report football transfer news

Arsenal•Real Sociedad vs Man Utd •Benfica vs. Arsenal •Wolfsberger vs. Tottenham •Red Star vs Milan — full draw  Youth Football• Leipzig vs Liverpool • Atalanta v Real Madrid • Porto vs. Juve • Atletico vs Chelsea • Lazio vs Bayern • Gladbach vs Man City • Sevilla vs Dortmund - all details Rob Goldberg 0 of 10In four weeks, the European transfer window will be closed, but until then it is up to you
to decide which rumours make sense , impossible or pure garbage. Do you know which club has started talking to Joey Barton? Which club decided to bid for Alexander Pato? What's new with the ongoing Transfer saga of Wesley Sneijder, Cesc Fàbregas and Juan Manuel Mata? Read this article to find out. 10. Dimitar Berbatov Heading to Paris1 from 10According to Daniel Taylor in guardian.co.uk,
Manchester United manager Sir Alex Ferguson will have no problem with Dimitar Berbatov moving to Paris Saint-Germain (PS). Berbatov's goal exploits last season did not deter the lazy Bulgarian from warming up the bench from time to time. Rumours linking Berbatov with a move away from Old Trafford were sparked after he was not even included as a substitute in the UEFA Champions League final
against Barcelona.P.S.G. financially backed by the Qatar Investment Authority, which is worth an estimated $60 billion.£20 million to a 30-year-old forward who will not be an integral part of Manchester United this season is good business. Do you think the P.S.G will compete with the European elite in the future?9. Liverpool Have a New Left-Back2 from 10According to David Maddock in Mirror Football,
Liverpool will sign Newcastle left-back José Enrique for £5m. Enrique's consistent performances at left-back, combined with Liverpool's lack of solid left-backs, have facilitated this transfer. Will Enrique succeed at Anfield? 8. David N'Gog Down to the Championship?3 of 10According to Andrew Dillon at the Suns, the recently relegated West Ham United will make a move for Liverpool reserve forward David
N'Gog. N'Gog scored 19 goals in 94 games, 0.20 goals per match ratio, during his time at Anfield. It would be more beneficial for N'Gog if he returned to the Ligue 1 club. Say what you think about N'Gog.7's Liverpool career. Chelsea will sign Alexandre Pato but What about Romelu Lukaku?4 of 10According for Martin Lipton in Mirror Football, Chelsea are contemplating a move for A.C. Milan's Alexandre
Pato.No, no and no. Why did Pato leave A.C. Milan who were building a dynastic team in Italy? Why did Pato leave behind two of his best friends and fellow Brazilians Thiago Silva and Robinho? Why is Chelsea not actively pursuing Romelu Lukaku from Anderlecht? Forget Pato, Lukaku must be signed. More important talent needed, and Lukaku is a FIFA winner d'Or in the future. Who do you want,
Lukaku or Pato?6. London Set to Be Joey Barton's New Home5 of 10According to Jimmy Nsubuga at the Metro, Tottenham Hotspur have begun talks with free agent Joey Joey Newcastle owner Mike Ashley mysteriously terminated Barton's contract, when Ashley could cash in on Barton's great season. Provided Barton keeps his emotions on and off the pitch, he will be a good player for any English
Premier League team. Did Barton impress you as a footballer and someone?5. Manchester City intend to switch Tottenham Hotspur 6 out of 10According to Alan Nixon in Mirror Football, Manchester City intend to drop Emmanuel Adebayor to Tottenham Hotspur only if Aaron Lennon goes the other way. Well, we know these rumours are rubbish because Spurs chairman Daniel Levy has a brain, so unless
he intends to sabotage his own club, then this deal is not going to happen. At Real Madrid, Adebayor did more tackles and defending than he scored. Who would you keep, Adebayor or Lennon? 4. Cesc Fàbregas Update 7 of 10According for Jeremy Wilson in the Telegraph, Barcelona will make one final bid of £35 million for Arsenal captain Cesc Fàbregas. What part of the £40 million that Barcelona don't
understand? They've wireted the Arsenal captain, who they let go when he was 16, and now they intend to rip arsenal off? Arsenal must ask for £30 million plus Thiago Alcântara, no ifs, ands, or buts. If Barcelona do not meet Arsenal's demands, then Arsenal must play hard and pray that Real Madrid win the league and the UEFA Champions League. That would force Barcelona to return to Fàbregas,
regardless of the asking price. Arsenal have to fight a war when it comes to negotiating for Fàbregas, and until 2015 - no concessions have to be made. Should Arsenal sell Fàbregas this summer?3. Juan Manuel Mata Is Too Expensive for Arsenal8 from 10According to Ben Hayward in Goal.com, the assets of Valencia star Juan Manuel Mata are now worth £30.5 million after being auctioned for around
£17 million just last week. The theory behind inflation is that Mata's father, who is also his agent, has a man's agreement that Mata can be sold at a cut price before August 1.Well, that doesn't make sense. It is more likely that Valencia issued a cut price tag to lure possible applicants, only to then raise the fee. Keep in mind, Valencia has debts of up to around £477 million. Will Arsenal sign Mata this
summer?2. Chelsea Switch their Eyes to the Real Madrid Star who Fell Kaká9 from 10According to tribalfootball, Chelsea will make a bold attempt to sign Kaká with the proposed signing of Luka Modrić now seemingly out of the question.1) Roman Abramovich would be foolish to fall three times in signing a fallen star. 2) Although Real Madrid manager José Mourinho does not rate Kaká, he still desires to
have a sub impact off the bench.3) Kaká has that he would stay in Madrid to live up to the hype. Chelsea would be better off signing Modrić than Kaká. What do you think? 1. Wesley Sneijder Update10 of 10Eurosport has reported inter Milan chief executive officer Ernesto Paolilli said, Not so much is read in is the truth. As for Sneijder, there was complete intention that he would stay with us.
TRANSLATION: Manchester United's offer is higher. While it would be beneficial for Wesley Sneijder to stay, if Inter Milan can make a huge profit from the €15 million they pay for Dutch services, then they will sell. Sneijder is 27 years old, so Manchester United may have some reservations about paying too high a transfer fee. Is he going to stay or will he go? Other Must Read World Football Power
Ranking Articles: Top 30 Leagues in EuropeGrading the 25 Most Expensive European Football Transfers so far 0 out of 10Arsenal trying to deliver Invincible II. Manchester United will seek to strengthen their squad and compete in Europe. The like of Chelsea and Manchester City will also spend a lot of money. Barcelona will attempt to fix some gaps in the armour, while Real Madrid may also make
galactico signings. This can only mean one thing—a heated transfer window. A lot of clubs want to get, a variety of talent available. Here are the top 10 blockbuster deals that will go down this summer. Shinji Kagawa to Manchester United1 of 10Shinji Kagawa has been one of my favourite players in the Bundesliga for the last two years. He has played a part in their title win last year, and he has performed
brilliantly this year as well. However, the Japanese have refused to sign a contract extension for next season, so he will be out soon. Kagawa has been linked with Manchester United several times, and the Red Devils may be favourites to get his signature. Kagawa plays as an attacking midfielder for the Borussia outfit, and it will be interesting to see how he will get into the 4-4-2 formation that Sir Alex
Ferguson generally uses. Perhaps a shift towards a 4-2-3-1 formation might be a possibility with Darren Fletcher and Michael Carrick occupying defensive positions, Antonio Valencia and Ashley Young/Nani on the wing, Kagawa in the middle and Wayne Rooney leading the charge might succeed. However, it will hurt the development of Javier Hernandez and Danny Welbeck.I can't understand how he will
fit in with United, but having a player like that you want is certainly a worthwhile investment. He also allowed United to take advantage of the lucrative Japanese Market. Edinson Cavani to Chelsea2 of 10If Didier Drogba leaves this summer, Chelsea do need to bring in another quality striker. Edinson Cavani might just be the answer, as he has been brilliant all season for Napoli. His finishing was
outstanding, and he also did not lift his defensive duties.23 goals from 31 games in Serie A and five goals in eight games in the Champions League is certainly an impressive achievement. The Uruguayan striker is contracted until 2015, Roman Abramovic has indicated a strong interest in the striker, and he may be on his way to Chelsea. Gareth Bale to Barcelona3 of 10From the title challengers,
Tottenham are now vying for fourth place. Fourth. in great form now, having recently beaten Chelsea, and perhaps pushing them to a last Champions League place. If Tottenham fail to qualify for the Champions League, clubs will probably witness a mass exodus of their players. One such candidate is Gareth Bale. In an interview with BBC Football Focus, Bale stated:If you are talking about Barcelona or
Real Madrid, the two biggest clubs in the world ... This is a once-in-a-lifetime dream. If you told any young player that you could play for Barcelona or Real would they turn it down? Maybe not. Barcelona are strong favourites for his signature as they have shown considerable interest in the Welshman. He might fit well in a full-back position similar to Dani Alves, constantly marauding down the wing and
providing support. Neymar to Europe4 of 10I think it's time for Neymar to enter Europe. However, much of the hype surrounding the Brazilian has certainly inflated the transfer market. This may have put a lot of unnecessary pressure on young people as well. Real Madrid, Chelsea and Barcelona are all interested in the Brazilian, and this may be the season he finally makes it to Europe. Jan Vertonghen told
Arsenal5 out of 10 centre-backAjax Jan Vertonghen has given arsenal high-level praise, stating: 'Arsenal is an amazing club and I hear a lot of good things about English football.... If a club of Arsenal's calibre can reach an agreement with Ajax, then I will happily leave. He is close friends with fellow Belgian Thomas Vermaelen, and he may form a strong partnership with him at the heart of the defence.
However, Arsenal have three outstanding centre-backs in Thomas Vermaelen, Laurent Koscielny and Per Mertesacker. Unless he can specialise in the left-back position, it would be a dirty transfer in my opinion. Nuri Sahin to Anywhere6 of 10Nuri Sahin is one of the Bundesliga's best talents. After returning to Borussia Dortmund, he played a key role in the 2010–11 season and helped Dortmund to the title.
Subsequently, he was voted player of the season. Such consistency garnered a lot of interest, and Real Madrid swooped in and signed the Turk. However, a move to the Spanish giants has seen him resign to the bench, and he has made only nine appearances in all competitions this season. Madrid may also be interested in dropping him if the right offer comes along. He will be a tremendous asset to any
team. He can occupy a deeper role in midfield and spread traffic with precision, and he is also very effective at taking set-pieces. Eden Hazard to Manchester7 of 10In most likely, Eden Hazard will leave his French Ligue club Lille to move to the League He has dismissed rumours linking him with Real Madrid or Barcelona, stating, My goal is to go to the Premier League, because I have had my time in
France. The playmaker was at the Etihad to watch the derby between manchester's manchester clubs Week. Both Manchester City and Manchester United are vying to sign him. Both Sir Alex Ferguson and United scout Martin Ferguson have been to Lille to watch Belgium, but so has City football development executive Patrick Viera. However, Tottenham, Chelsea and Arsenal have also indicated interest
in the magician, and only time will tell where he will end up. Jordi Alba to Barcelona8 of 10Barcelona has severe defensive problems, and this fragility has been exploited. Barcelona must be trying to strengthen their defence, and their first priority should be the left-back position. Eric Abidal is mostly wounded, and he's getting older too. His best years may have been behind him. Therefore, it makes sense to
bring in an experienced left-back like Jordi Alba. He has been in superb form for Valencia and Spain.He contributed well in attack and matched it with the defensive solidity of the highest titles. Rumours are swirling that Barcelona have inquired about the possibility of acquiring Jordi Alba and perhaps making him their highest priority. His release contract is currently at €20m. Luka Modric to Chelsea or
Manchester United9 from 10Like Gareth Bale, Luka Modric may look to force a transfer if Tottenham do fail to qualify for the Champions League.Chelsea were in the hunt for the Croatian player all last summer. But, this time, Manchester United also showed a strong level of interest in acquiring the creative playmaker. Modric is in a prime position in his career and will be a perfect fit for the United squad,
staying where Paul Scholes used to be/still playing. If United manage to get Modric, he will certainly add to the level of panache missing from United's midfield. Yann M'Vila to Arsenal10 of 10Yann M'Vila is certainly one of the best midfielders out there with a lot of talent. He operates as a defensive midfielder with excellent defensive ability, impressive physical ability, and he can pick passes with relative
ease. Arsene Wenger has reportedly shown a lot of interest in the player, and he is likely to enter the Emirates this season. This will allow Alex Song to operate further and express his creativity and connect with Robin van Persie. Therefore it would be a dodgy signing for the Gunners. Follow me on Twitter: @BrenGoetze @BrenGoetze
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